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Communication: It’s More than Just Sound!
There are many forms of communication, and all of them are important to
understanding. Communication is not just verbal. It can also be nonverbal
such as eye contact, gestures, facial expressions, written communication
and tone of voice.
After a total laryngectomy, you have a new way of producing sound for your
voice whether it is an electrolarynx (EL) or esophageal or tracheoesophageal
(TE) voice. As a result, you need to be aware that the listener may need some
time to get used to your new way to communicate. It’s similar to when you
meet someone who has a strong accent. You have to tune into their accent first
so you can better understand them. Below are some simple suggestions to
maximize understanding and reduce frustration for both you and your listener.

Your environment matters

If you can’t avoid noisy environments, use a portable amplifier so you can be
heard. Speak at a normal rate while providing natural pauses of speech to give
the listener extra time to process the message. After repeating the message
twice, reword or rephrase the message in another way to avoid frustration.
See “Communication” on page 2

At Atos Medical, we are committed to giving a voice to people who breathe through a stoma, with design solutions
and technologies built on decades of experience and a deep understanding of our users.

“Communication” continued from page 1
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Your device matters
DEFINE
Pharyngoesophageal
(PE) segment is
the location of
tissue vibration
used for voicing in
laryngectomees using
a voice prosthesis or
esophageal speech.

Pharyngoesophageal (PE)
segment

If you use an electrolarynx (EL), you should find the
EL that gives you the best sound without interfering
with articulation. The device you are using and
where you are placing it can have a direct impact on
others understanding you. How well the sound
penetrates either through your neck or an oral tube
and if it has pitch variability also will make a
difference. Explore different types of electrolarynx
devices and different neck placements to find which
one is right for you.
The same concept is true of those that use a TE voice prosthesis (VP) to
communicate. Different voice prostheses generate different levels of airflow
which impact the quality, sound and volume of your voice. This is because the
smaller the diameter of the VP, the less air that is used to vibrate the PE
segment. There are many other factors that play into the quality and loudness
of your voice, such as your anatomy, how extensive your surgery was, the
cleanliness of the VP, airflow through the VP and stomal occlusion. Work with
your clinician to determine what VP is best for you and your situation.

Good occlusion matters
TE puncture
and Provox®
Vega Voice
Prosthesis

Air
from
lungs

Provox® HME

Having airtight stomal occlusion when using your TE voice is critical. If you
don’t have good occlusion, less air will go to the pharyngoesophageal (PE)
segment. There will be air loss, and your voicing volume and clarity will not
be as good. Getting the perfect seal is a balance between your attachment,
timing of occlusion and the right amount of pressure required to adequately
occlude the stoma. You should be
able to maintain an airtight seal
MORE TIPS
with your attachment for at least
Some people struggle to use their
8-10 hours per day. If this is not
new way of verbally communicating.
possible, you should explore other
As a result, many develop behaviors
types of attachments and/or
that can distract the listener. Practice
accessories, such as Provox®
these activities to make sure you
Silicone Glue, Skin Tac™, Provox®
haven’t developed these behaviors:
Skin Barrier, etc., that can help to
maintain a better seal.
• Speak in front of the mirror. Make
sure you don’t have any unusual
Patience and practice matter
body or head postures, facial
As you learn to use your new way
expressions and/or extra tension
of producing voice for
while talking.
communication, make sure to take
• Keep your dominant hand free for
your time, avoid any distractions
greeting, writing and/or other
and give yourself and your listener
physical tasks. Practice using your
time to process the message to
non-dominant hand to hold the EL
have an effective conversation.
or occlude your stoma.
After all, years ago when you were
a child, you didn’t learn to talk
• Relax! Speak with ease at a
overnight!
loudness level that is appropriate
for your environment. If you speak
Contributed by:
too loudly or with too much strain/
Julie Bishop-Leone MA, CCC-SLP
tension, it can distort and/or
Director of Clinical Education at
reduce your voice quality.
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This month at Atos Community Events
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Getting back to what you enjoy after a total laryngectomy can mean different
things to different people. It could mean cooking a meal for guests, gardening
in the fresh air or playing with your children or grandchildren. For someone
else, it may mean more rigorous activities like biking, golfing, horseback riding
or going for a run. For others, it might be the simple joys of getting a good
night’s sleep, socializing with friends or family or even giving back to help
others who are going through the same laryngectomy journey.
Helping you get back to the things you enjoy is the focus at our Community
Events this month! Atos Community Events offer patients an opportunity to
socialize, learn tips and tricks for improving life after a laryngectomy and
give back to other patients by sharing their own experience. These events
provide an opportunity for patients to discuss topics pertaining to life as a
laryngectomee and meet with other laryngectomees in their community.
The main topic for our Community Events changes every two months, so
join us as often as you can! Patients and caregivers are encouraged to
attend. Find a Community Event near you at www.atosmedical.us under the
COMMUNITY tab. You can email us at events.us@atosmedical.com or call
1.800.217.0025 and choose option 3.

TruTone EMOTE®—Our most advanced,
premium-quality speech aid
TruTone EMOTE, the newest electrolarynx (EL) from Atos Medical, has
innovative, easy-to-use features. Mode selection is made simple without
tools. Depending on the mode, the exclusive Emotion™ Button provides
flexibility and control of pitch or volume with one button. Masculine or
feminine voicing options are available with pitch adjustment. The ergonomic
hourglass shape offers better grip and comfort. Other unique features
include a Whisper™ Mode and rechargeable lithium battery that offers long
battery life with convenient USB charging.
Tom, a TruTone EMOTE user, said, “The new battery is amazing. It only
needs charging every 3-4 weeks, and I talk a lot...[It’s] easy to adjust and...
The sound and intonation is by far the best I have heard.”

“It does affect your
mood to be able to
express yourself
through your voice.”

For more information about the TruTone EMOTE, contact your Atos Medical
representative or visit www.atosmedical.us.

CLINICIANS’ CORNER: Professional news and events
Visit us at ASHA, November 15-17th in Boston at Booth 658!
1

2

3

Join Atos Medical at the ASHA Convention to be held at the Boston4 Convention and Exhibit Center
in November. Look for us at booth 658! The ASHA Convention provides a once-a-year
5
6
opportunity to learn about the latest evidence-based practices, polish your skills, improve your
techniques and gain new tools and resources to advance your career
and
augment
your
7
8
workplace. See you there!

-A US TruTone
EMOTE user
Crossword answer key
(See crossword puzzle on page 4.)
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Join Atos Medical at a Getting Back to Life (GBL) event near you! GBLs
are networking and
14
educational events intended for patients, caregivers and clinicians. Clinical educators will
15
present on changes in anatomy, pulmonary rehabilitation, voicing options
and provide
product demonstrations. These events are free and offer .3 ASHA
CEUs.
To
find
a GBL near
16
17
you, visit the PROFESSIONALS tab at www.atosmedical.us, and click on Professional Events.
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You’re invited to attend a Getting Back to Life event!
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Crossword answer key is on page 3.
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Warm apple _________ is a popular drink in autumn
The 4official currency of the European Union
Provox® FreeHands FlexiVoice™ allows patients to ______ hands-free
People from Scotland5
6
1960s TV Western, “The Big _______”
Baseball
pitchers
warm-up area
7
8
Opposite of yes
After water, the most consumed beverage in the world
9
An object used by actors in a play
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The Florida _____ are an archipelago located13 off the southern coast
Famous comedy duo, Abbott and _________
Yard tool 14
used for gathering leaves
Postscript (abbreviation)
15
Ocean crustacean
that can crawl on land
Highly excited
This16Provox® product received
a Red Dot Design Award
17
Electrolarynx (abbreviation)
A message sent from the Snapchat app is called a _______
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